EVOLVEN
FOR AUTOMATED
CHANGE
RECONCILIATION
Reduce the time and cost of your change
reconciliation processes, while mitigating the
stability, compliance and security risks triggered
by unauthorized changes.

Overview
Streamline your change reconciliation process to meet regulatory and
business requirements with Evolven. Powerful analytics-based insights and
automation provide you with fast and accurate information to make decisions
quickly. This can mean the difference between a detected unauthorized
change getting remediated - before it causes a problem - or your teams
chasing down a P1 outage or security breach after the fact.
Key to maximizing change reconciliation speed and accuracy:
• knowing what actually changed across your end-to-end IT
environment - at granular level
• automatically correlating the actual changes against the approved
change requests and deployments
• generating insights based on the correlation results, helping to
accelerate any necessary, human-led review activities
• orchestrating and automating the human-led reviews and resulting
actions needed to finalize reconciliation
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Analytics-driven Reconciliation

Correlate Expected and Actual Changes
Evolven detects actual changes executed anywhere in your end-to-end IT environment
and correlates them with the planned or expected changes. These expected changes
can be defined in a change request in a service desk, deployment in an automated
deployment tool or a detailed change list detected by Evolven’s own Change Manifest.
Evolven allows you to automatically capture changes deployed in lower environments
as a manifest, or change inventory, that can then later be applied to validate actual
deployments in higher environments, including production. The manifest can also be
defined manually, allowing DevOps, change management, testing and operation teams
to document the expected outcome of any deployment.

The outcome of the automated reconciliation consists of the automatically authorized
actual changes, matched against the expected ones, and a set of the unauthorized or
potentially authorized changes that require a human-led review and action. Any noise such as insignificant changes, self-configuration changes, run-time changes, etc. - is
recorded by Evolven, but excluded from the analysis.

Powerful Insights Drive Fast Processes
Changes are Clustered for Quick Review

When ready to review actual changes, Change Managers, Operations Owners,
DevOps Specialists or other relevant stakeholders have access to all detailed change
information necessary for human-led review in Evolven. Related or similar changes are
clustered together to simplify and accelerate the review process.
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The objective is to identify and take an action based on the changes that need your
attention first:
• Block Listed changes have the highest priority and are highlighted as a separate
group for swift handling.
• Changes identified by Evolven as Unauthorized require a rapid response. A
decision to remediate or post-authorized these changes should be based on the
agreed upon change and release management processes.
• Lastly, Evolven’s AI-based analytics will also separate actual changes that cannot
be explicitly labeled as authorized based on your formal criteria, however seem to
be a result of some unintentional mistake based on the definition of a change
request or in the deployment execution. Such Potentially Authorized changes
require an investigation by the process or environment owners to decide:
1) to recognize them as unauthorized, or on the contrary
2) to add them to the group of authorized changes.

Expedite Your Reconciliation Processes
Communicate with Stakeholders Efficiently

With more information about the actual and expected changes at your fingertips, you
can more efficiently, and accurately reconcile changes that require human-led review
and action. Decrease IT risks triggered by changes and minimize costs of
reconciliation through advanced automation.
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 Investigate Changes: Investigate
the actual, deployed changes
selected by Evolven analytics for a
human-led review in an organized
manner. Make fact-based decisions
on whether to authorize changes,
escalate them to environment
stakeholders, remediate them or
investigate them further with the help
of subject matter experts. Use
detailed information collected by
Evolven about the changes including
the location, value, history,
implementor, risk and more.

 Escalate Changes: Assign reviewed
changes to the appropriate subject
matter experts through orchestrated
communication and feedback loops
that provide ready access to granular
change details, including known
implementor insight. Enjoy faster
response and resolution with closed
loop processes.

 Take Action: Reconcile and close
issues with confidence. Take action
with more knowledge about what
changed in your environment than ever
before. Quickly select your
reconciliation status and reason, letting
Evolven automatically create a
corresponding change, service or
incidents ticket in your service desk.
Keep moving, knowing that you have a
full change audit report to meet your
regulatory and business requirements.
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Reaping the Benefits of AI Automation
Mitigate IT Risk with Automated Change Reconciliation

Know what changes are expected, and quickly identify and address any changes that
fall outside of that definition. Evolven helps your IT department:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain stability and avoid costly outages
Meet compliance and audit requirements
Identify and close security gaps quickly, before they escalate
Maintain customer trust and loyalty
Decrease costs associated with IT processes such as change reconciliation
Become more proactive vs. reactive in planning for change

About Evolven

Although we all recognize that changes are the root cause of most security, compliance and stability issues, IT
still struggles to identify what has actually changed. Evolven allows enterprises to track all actual changes that
have occurred in their environment, using machine learning to identify and prioritize the riskiest ones. With
Evolven, IT Operations, DevOps, and ITSM teams experience fewer incidents, faster MTTR, and improved
productivity.
Evolven is a recognized AIOps (Artificial Intelligence for IT Operations) leader and was named IDC Innovator of
the year in 2017 and Gartner as a Cool Vendor in IT Operations. Evol ven has also been included in Red
Herring Top 100 North America. TiE 50 Top Startups, 20 Most Promising Data Center Solution Providers, Top
10 Banking Analytics Solution Provider, and was a recipient of ITOA50 awards.
To find out more visit www.evolven.com and follow updates on LinkedIn.
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